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Number of lates in each class this week:

The attendance winners
for this week are
Reception with 98.6%

6 lates
5 lates
3 lates
2 lates
1 late

Year 6, Year 5, Year 3
Year 1
Year 4
Year 2
Reception

‘Head’lines (Miss Lisa Roberts, Headteacher)
Photographs took place in the hall yesterday. All children had their individual photo taken and, if
they have siblings in the school, another one with all of them together. Children will have
brought home a QR card so you can register for an email alert when the photos are ready. We
will also let you know when they are can be viewed and ordered.
Driving / manoeuvring / parking outside of school
This week has evidenced, once again, just how many cars insist on doing a 3-point turn in the
road outside of the school as well as illegally (and, more importantly, dangerously) parking on
grass verges and/or the corner of Langley Grove/Woodcock Hill.
If you insist on dropping-off and/or parking as close to the school as possible then I urge you to
consider driving up Woodcock Hill and dropping down onto House Lane via Nashes Farm Lane.
This then avoids the following:

doing turns in the middle of the road blocking other cars (not all of whom are other
parents and carers)

preventing staff from turning into the drive way leading to our car parking area

potentially hitting pedestrians (most of whom are our precious children).
We have no control over what you do outside of the school site so I would, therefore,
encourage you to politely challenge one another if you do see any dangerous driving or
parking. Ultimately, the continued behaviour of some drivers could lead to a serious accident.
Please consider parking further away and having a short walk to the playground each day.
Thank you.
Anti-Bullying Week
Next week is national Anti-Bullying Week. This year’s theme is ‘Reach Out’. All classes will be
completing special Anti-Bullying themed activities throughout the week – some of which will be
reported in the class sections in next Friday’s newsletter.
We will kick off the special week with an ‘Odd Socks Day’ (children can come to school in
normal uniform/PE kit but wearing odd socks) on Monday to celebrate how different we are and
how great that is!
Have a good weekend 

Year 6
This week in Maths, we have been learning all about polygons and angles. During the week,
we have had to explore properties of polygons; find missing angles in polygons, on straight
lines, around a point and angles that are opposite one another; and then draw and measure
angles accurately. We have learnt how important it is to be accurate when measuring and
drawing; using a protractor isn't as easy as it looks!

Year 5
This half term, we are back in the hall for some gymnastics. On Tuesday, applying skills of
balance, control and coordination, we were charged with devising and performing routines that
comprised of a series of different rolls. Not only did we have to develop our own individual
skills but Mr Sinclair asked us to work in pairs or small groups and produce a sequence as part
of a team. As you can imagine, it took a lot of planning and practice before we were able to
present our completed work to the rest of the class!

Year 4
This week Year 4 have been working hard to get their Roman mosaics finished. They created
their border and central motif to create the finished product. Here are some of the finished
products – we think they look great!

Year 3
For maths this week we have been looking at measurement. On Thursday we focused on
weighing and learnt how to read the scales and work out the increment values.
We chose objects around the classroom, predicted the weight and compared them with other
items. Some of us were able to identify that the size of the object did not determine the weight.
We worked so well as a group to share the scales and our communication skills definitely
shone through.

Year 2
In science, we have been investigating whether a range of materials can change shape. We
were told that the materials we would be testing were: a stone, Blu Tack, paper, a stick,
sponge and a metal tube. We tested the materials to see if they could bend, squash, twist,
stretch or rip. We found that the stone, stick and metal tube didn’t change at all because they
were too hard and rigid. The paper made some changes but we couldn’t squash it because it
was already very thin and when we tried to stretch it, it ripped. However, we found that the Blu
Tack and the sponge changed with all of the movements we tried because they are both very
flexible materials.

Year 1
In history this half term, Year 1 are comparing the past and present. This week we looked at
toys. We first compared some toys and talked about their differences and similarities. We were
also really amazed to find out that some toys from the past we still play with today like Lego
and Play-Doh.
We then had the opportunity to play with some retro and childhood toys that Miss Everall had
borrowed from Hertfordshire Library service. Some of the toys included a cork gun, a yoyo,
dominoes, Jacob's ladder, Rubik's cube, Etch-a-Sketch, cup and ball, slinky, Jacks and a
teddy bear. We had a great time exploring the toys and seeing what some older toys were like.

Early Years
Last Friday, Early Years children talked about staying safe around bonfires and fireworks
(ready for any weekend excursions). In Forest School, Reception children collected sticks to
make a (pretend) bonfire and then enjoyed hot chocolate and a biscuit whilst singing campfire
songs.

After the fireworks this weekend, the children have enjoyed painting firework pictures using
pens, play dough, flicky paint and glitter.

This week Early Years have based their learning around the story ‘Whatever Next?’ They have
talked about night-time routines and all enjoyed dressing up as the little bear with his colander
helmet, welly boots and flying to the moon in a cardboard box.
In Maths, Reception Children began to think about time with how day and night continue. In
groups we sorted some day time and night time activities and we discovered that some people
brush their hair at night time and some in the day. We also found out that we brush our teeth in
the day and night too.

Children drew pictures to show their own bedtimes and told an adult the sequence of these.
We enjoyed the story ‘Nandy’s Bedtime’ and Charly and Lola: ‘I am not sleepy and I WILL NOT
go to bed!’

Nursery children have enjoyed counting backwards: “10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 – BLASTOFF!”

The following children celebrated their birthdays this week:
Dave, Lily, Hadley

Phenomenal Phonics awards
Reception: Olivia
Year 1: Yunus
Year 2: Sara

Star Writer awards
Reception: Lily
Year 1: Jack
Year 2: Matty

Year 3:
Year 4:
Year 5
Year 6:

Hannah
Isaiah
Amr
Ottie

REPS Certificates (Respect, Equality, Perseverance, Self-belief)
Persevering to listen more and recall what has been asked during adult learning times: Mohamad
Self-belief and independence in maths this week when adding using the whole-part model: Amelia
Showing such perseverance in guided reading this week: Stephanie
Contributing so well to your group discussion when analysing a poem: Franklin
Showing kindness and respect for others on the playground this week: Andrew
Showing great perseverance with all her writing which has resulted in consistent work of a high
standard: Melis
Demonstrating all of the REPS qualities on a daily basis: Noah P-K
Certificates of Merit
Early Years Superstar Award for working so well with older children both inside and outside: Ted
Socialising more confidently with a wider range of peers this week and for making valuable and
thoughtful contributions to story times: Lacie
Wonderful contributions in all lessons on the carpet but particularly in RE & History: Oscar T
Listening carefully to instructions in computing to make sure you completed the task perfectly: George
Always being respectful of others and the school environment: Roxy
Having such a positive attitude towards your learning and always working hard in lessons: Olivia L
Working well in maths this week and asking appropriate questions to support her learning: Olivia C
Working really well in maths when measuring and drawing angles: Jennie
Sporting Certificates
Following instructions beautifully in PE this week, especially for our ‘bob-it’ game! Minnie
Fantastic time keeping in dance. You counted out loud to help you keep to the beat and it also helped
everyone else: Ben G
Working well with your partner and following the counts of 8 in your secret garden dance: Karen
Working well with your partner in gymnastics and following instructions well: Malak
Having good control over the ball this week in football: Nazar
Good work in gymnastics this week producing a sequence of rolls: James
Excellent non-verbal communication and teamwork during bench ball: Amina

